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Posted: 11:55 a.m. Wednesday, July 10, 2013

Millsap officially introduced as Hawk 

Hyosub Shin

Related

By Chris Vivlamore

The Hawks officially signed Paul Millsap and introduced their free-agent acquisition Wednesday at Philips Arena.

Millsap, a power forward, agreed to a two-year, $19 million contract last week after playing all seven seasons with the Jazz.

"When I looked at it, it was pretty much a blank slate," Millsap said about the process of choosing the Hawks over several
other interested teams. "I knew they had a solid base with Al Horford. He was a guy I wanted to play with. I fell like we can gel
pretty fast and make something special happen."

General manager Danny Ferry said the Hawks targeted Millsap early in free agency. In fact the team placed a call at 12:01
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a.m. on July 1, the first minute of the NBA's free agent period.

"We are very excited about having Paul as part of our program moving forward," Ferry said. "He embodies the intangible
things we want to have in our program going forward. - from a hard-working, relentless competitor that cares about his team
and competes every night. We want to continue to add players like Paul, especially players as good as Paul."

Millsap, 28, averaged 14.6 points, 7.1 rebounds and 2.6 assists in 30.4 minutes in 78 games last season with the Jazz.
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Posted by AstroJoe at 12:08 p.m. Jul. 10, 2013
Report Abuse

Welcome to the Hawks, Paul.

I saw that Snyder will coach the summer league team.

FTPB, Ramon, good idea... get Adetokunbo back in any trade package from the Bucks.

Posted by ErnestB at 12:12 p.m. Jul. 10, 2013
Report Abuse

Interesting to hear that he was an early target. I wonder how many UFAs that were called at 12:01 when the free agency
period began signed with those teams.

I think Millsap will fit in great with what the Hawks are trying to build. I still would like to see us get a genuine rim protector so
we can continue to play the match-up game.

Posted by PuckLikeAPornStar at 12:25 p.m. Jul. 10, 2013
Report Abuse

Based on the website, you'd think the Hawks had a bigger announcement than an FA signing we were already aware of.
Now focus on getting us a center.
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Posted by BigCrimson75 at 12:26 p.m. Jul. 10, 2013
Report Abuse

AstroJoe --- Is all the double talking DF doing bother you?

His remarks today introducing Milsap:
-"He embodies the intangible things we want to have in our program going forward. - from a hard-working, relentless
competitor that cares about his team and competes every night. We want to continue to add players like Paul, especially
players as good as Paul."

That's nice & I'm sure It applies to Milsap.
However, I know a player it doesn't apply too.
I know who isn't hard-working, who isn't a relentless competitor, who could care less about his team or teammates & who
definitely doesn't compete every night.
I believe that player just left town yesterday!!

DF is talking outta both sides of his trap.

Posted by Just-Joe at 12:36 p.m. Jul. 10, 2013
Report Abuse

We don't know that Atlanta made an offer to Bynum. A meeting with him and his agent may have been a courtesy. It helps out
the player and the agent when more teams "appear" Interested. I think the plan is for Bynum to go to Dallas.

Posted by RamonReturns at 12:44 p.m. Jul. 10, 2013
Report Abuse

AJ, yea, aside from a 2014 top 3 protected pick, Giannis Adetokoubo is the only asset the Bucks have that I'd be interested in
for Teague (especially with MIL placing such a high value on Teague).

Posted by RamonReturns at 12:45 p.m. Jul. 10, 2013
Report Abuse

I actually think CMB should've coached the summer league, ala Jason Kidd and Mike D'Antoni. 

You're a first year head coach. And you're supposed to be thriving your team on player development. So get in there feet first,
and start to teach.

Posted by AstroJoe at 12:51 p.m. Jul. 10, 2013
Report Abuse

Crimson, I an old enough to know that different rules apply to different people. And unlike many who seem to be traumatized
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by that idea, I accept it and embrace it (the world is not black & white). If you have the right "culture" you can roll the dice on an
above average talent that could take your team up another notch. 14 choir boys would likely be destroyed in the NBA and 3-5
"keeping it real" guys would work about as well as it has for the past few years in Sacramento. Even the Spurs kept at least
one prominent "edgy" guy around the team. Bynum would most likely sign a contract that would not only protect the team
from continued knee complications but could also protect the team from continued knucklehead complications.

I'd happily roll the dice.

Posted by AstroJoe at 12:53 p.m. Jul. 10, 2013
Report Abuse

Ramon, Coach Bud has probably coached summer league teams before, we know that Kidd has not.

LD appears to be a major influence in the roster composition in Milwaukee. Good for him... it seems like he has far more
power/input there than he had with the Hawks.

Posted by -OBrien- at 12:56 p.m. Jul. 10, 2013
Report Abuse

Ramon,

“Guys, if Milwaukee wants Teague, why not DEMAND that the rights to Giannis Adetokoubo be a part of any sign and trade
deal they want to accomplish. 

Don't give me Jennings or Ellis. Give us Giannis Adetokoubo and a top 3 protected 2014 first round pick.”

I seriously doubt Bucks give up 2 first round picks for Jeff (2013 and 2014). It is clear the Hawks do not want to overpay Jeff
teague. So if Bucks were to offer Jeff a 4 year, $40 mil contract (Jennings wants 4 years, $48 mil), would Hawks match?

I think Bucks would prefer to play that game (who blinks first) instead of giving up 2 picks. 

“Remember how much Cuban was willing to pay Eric Dampier back in the day?” Ramon

But yet he refused to bring back Tyson Chandler who was instrumental in helping them win a ring.

Posted by AstroJoe at 12:57 p.m. Jul. 10, 2013
Report Abuse

Let me change that... same rules but perhaps a different application of the rules. Or better yet, perhaps different punishment
when the consistent rules are broken.

You handle a first time DUI person differently than someone who has done it 4 times (as an example). Same rule, different
application of the punishment.

Posted by -OBrien- at 12:57 p.m. Jul. 10, 2013
Report Abuse
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Rod,

“So you are making statements about Paul Milsap being the type of guy to build around, high character.........but you are trying
to get Andrew Bynum and Monte Ellis. SMH.”

Co-sign. Add Jennings into that list too.

“We will be bottom dwellers in the east.”

That should satisfy the “lets tank” crowd. Are you a part of that crowd? 

Posted by AstroJoe at 12:59 p.m. Jul. 10, 2013
Report Abuse

OB, unless the Bucks renounce Jennings and Monta, they may be forced to talk trade with the Hawks if they want to add
Teague. Are they $10M under the cap?

Posted by AstroJoe at 1:01 p.m. Jul. 10, 2013
Report Abuse

Jennings and Monta have character flaws?

Posted by -OBrien- at 1:03 p.m. Jul. 10, 2013
Report Abuse

"We want to continue to add players like Paul, especially players as good as Paul."DF

Actually, we need to add guys better than Paul.

Posted by coops34 at 1:05 p.m. Jul. 10, 2013
Report Abuse

Intangible: hard-working, relentless competitor that cares about his team and competes every night.

But yet they are going after Bynum, Jennings, and Ellis. B.S!

Posted by vava74 at 1:24 p.m. Jul. 10, 2013
Report Abuse

BigCrimson75,

I know that Josh was frustrating, but this:
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"I know who isn't hard-working, who isn't a relentless competitor, who could care less about his team or teammates & who
definitely doesn't compete every night."

Is not true. Josh always worked hard, but unfortunately for him and the Hawks, he is emotionally immature.

I believe that the greatest deficiencies that Josh ended up showing were a direct product of poor coaching:

HS/AAU
Woody
LD

Isolate your mind from your memories of Josh and tell me what good can come out of that list?

Posted by RamonReturns at 1:27 p.m. Jul. 10, 2013
Report Abuse

Is it me, or doesn't it seem like other franchises appreciate former Hawks' players and coaches more than the ASG (and we,
the fans)? Woody, LD, Josh, Teague, and Zaza all seem to be moving on to greater franchises. That's why I don't understand
why the trade market for Horford seems to be so low. 

It seems the players ASG love, others hate. And the individuals the ASG treat like step children, winning franchises want to
acquire. (say what you want but the Milwaukee Bucks have more than one Hall of Fame player in their history)

Posted by vava74 at 1:29 p.m. Jul. 10, 2013
Report Abuse

Millsap is a fine player. A type of guy which you could/should go after when you have a quasi-contender and want to take a
leap and go into luxury tax territory on a SnT (even at 9 mill).

But Millsap is not a base building block for a contender.

I hope that I am wrong, but I am not happy with how things have worked out so far: I see 38/42 wins and an #8 seed.

I am in the tanking crowd.

Posted by RamonReturns at 1:34 p.m. Jul. 10, 2013
Report Abuse

My last comment for a while in the Josh vs. Horford debate. 

Rondo, D12, and a few others wanted to play with Josh. 

And guess who wanted to play with Al Horford. Paul Milsap. 

Lol. Hahahahah! 

Ok that was the last one for a while.
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